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ABSTRACT 
We describe a relation between statistical manifolds which combines conformally related metrics 
and projectively related affine connections. 
A classification is deduced with a full meaning in statistics and information theory. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a manifold endowed with a Riemannian metric g and a torsionless 
linear connection V which needs not be metric i.e. such that Vg = t where t is a 
3-covariant tensor which need*not vanish. It is possible to construct another 
non-metric linear connection V such that the scalar product of two vectors is 
preserved in the ‘split parallel transport’ defined as follows: one of the vecttrs is 
parallely transported with respect to V and the other one with respect to V? It 
is easy to verify that a positive and unique answer can be found if the following 
relation is satisfied: 
(1.1) &(X, Y) =g(VX, Y) +g(X,GY) 
for any vector field; X, Y on S. 
In ref. [l] V and V are said to be conjugate and they are said to be dual in [I]. 
Hereafter we shall use the first of these terminologies. 
Let us note that the degenerate case, namely the case for which V and V 
coincide, corresponds to the Levi&Civiti metric connection denoted 0. From 
(1.1) one can show that 
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(1.2.a) (Vg)(X, Y) = g(X, (V - 0) Y) 
(1.2.b) (Vg)(X, Y) = -g(X, (b - 0) Y) 
from which it is deduced that 
(1.3) vg+Vg=o. 
Hence the average of two conjugate connections is metric andoconsequently 
uniquely defined under the torsionless assumption, it is equal to V. 
Let GZ(S) be the linear frame bundle of S, with structure group Gl(n, R), IZ 
being the dimen$on of S. Let cp (cp* respectively) denote the one-form of the 
connection V (V respectively), cp and ‘p* are one-form matrices which take 
their values in l(GZ(n, R)) the Lie algebra of Gl(n, R), and the corresponding 
curvature 2-forms @ and @* also. 
Let 19 be the R”-valued canonical form of GZ(S). Let us suppose that 0 = 
{P, a = 1,. . . ) n} define coframes in which the components of the metric are 
constant. Then (I. 1) can be written 
(1.4) o=cp+g.cp*.g-’ 
where the dot . denotes one obvious contraction. This relation should be com- 
pared to the one which characterizes the canonical Levi-Civita connection 
l-form, namely 
(1.5) o=cp”+g~cp”.g-‘, 
in the bundle of orthonormal frames. 
The relation between the curvature forms of conjugate connections is di- 
rectly deduced from (1.4), one gets: 
(1.6) O=@+g.@*.g_’ 
which shows that if one of the conjugate connections is flat the other one is also 
flat, a property which has been widely used in [2], but which does not entail the 
flatness of S with respect to the metric curvature. 
Corresponding to the tensor t it is convenient to introduce the quantity 7 
which is a matrix l-form satisfying r = g .T. g-l, given by 
(1.7) 
1 r = __.g-’ . t. 0. 
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Then by taking [4] into account it follows that the l-forms of conjugate con- 
nections can be expressed as 
(1.8) 1 ‘p=‘p”+r (P*=(PO-7 
and to preserve the torsionless assumption one has to ensure that 
(1.9) rAB=O. 
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Now following [2] and [3] it is also natural to introduce a family of torsionless 
connections as 
(1.10) p” = cp” for, Q E [w 
which leads to the above pairs (1.8) of conjugate connections for o = f 1, and 
more generally ‘pa and cpPa are conjugate and satisfy [4]. Their curvature 
2-forms are as follows 
(1.11) @(‘=@“+*Dor+*27~~ 
where the covariant differential Do is expressed as 
(1.12) D0r=drfcp”Ar+7P!cp0 
and the curvature tensor fields are given by 
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R”(X, Y) . z = R”(X, Y) z 
(1.13) + &(7(X)) - Q(Y)) - r( [X, Y])} 2 
+ 02(7(X) 7(Y) - 7(Y) . T(X)} . z. 
The statistical origin of the above defined geometrical structure leads to con- 
sider, following [4], a triple (S, g, t) where (S, g) is a Riemannian manifold and t 
a fully symmetric 3-covariant tensor or skeioness tensor. Such a manifold 
equipped with the family of a-connections defined in [lo] will be called a ‘sta- 
tistical manifold’according to the following definition. 
Definition 1. A statistical manifold is a triple (S,g, t) where (S,g) is a 
Riemannian manifold i.e. S is a n-dimensional smooth manifold and g a metric 
tensor, and t is a symmetric 3-covariant tensor. 
Covariant derivatives corresponding to the family of o-connections are ex- 
pressed as: 
(1.14) QXY = 6,Y -5 (t.g_‘)(X, Y), 
so for the metric tensor one gets 
(1.15) 6g = cut, eg-i = -agP’ f .g-‘. 
2. RELATED STATISTICAL MANIFOLDS 
Let S be a smooth manifold indexing a family of probability distributions on 
a measurable space, in general S is a connected open subset of [w”, the param- 
eter space. Then, under suitable regularity conditions, S has a Riemannian 
structure, as shown by Rao in 1945, by using the Fisher information matrix 
defined twenty years before. In the seventies, the canonical family of affine 
a-connections has been introduced by Amari and Chentsov independently. A 
complete review on the subject can be found in the books quoted in ref. [2]. This 
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differential geometrical framework of statistics has been called information 
geometry and can be used in various related areas (control theory, statistical 
inference . . . ). 
In particular a-flat manifolds turn out to be a generalization of Euclidean 
spaces since they admit Pythagorean relations for the relative entropy, based on 
a notion of orthogonal projection of a point on a submanifold along a-self- 
parallel curves, a geometrical formulation of properties described by Csiszar 
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On the other hand, in a sequential estimation procedure, a stopping rule de- 
pending on an estimator is given by a scalar function 7, the expansion factor, 
which gives rise to a conformal transformation of the appropriate statistical 
manifold. In ref. [6], this property was used to show how the mean exponential 
curvature of a multidimensional curved exponential family can be eliminated. 
With respect to the above properties, it is then interesting to look for a pos- 
sible minimal unification of the conformal and projective geometries over sta- 
tistical manifolds. 
So, let us consider a Riemannian manifold (S,g) endowed with two skewness 
tensors t and t’ related by 
(2.1) t’= t+sym(g@$) 
where $I denotes a real l-form over S, and sym is obtained by summing over 
permutations of the indices. Following the notation used in [7] let us also de- 
note by $J the set of the coframe components of the l-form considered as a ‘row’ 
i.e. an element of Iw”‘, the dual of Iw” in which the ‘column’ B takes its values. 
Then corresponding to relation (2.1) one gets 
(2.2) 
where the superscript t means the metric induced transposition between rows 
and columns. 
Now let us consider the statistical manifold (S,g, t) equipped with the family 
of cr-connections defined above and let us take the opportunity of the decom- 
position (1.10) to construct another family of connections defined as follows: in 
(1.10) the quantity 7 is replaced by 7’ as defined in (2.2) and cp” is replaced by 
the conformally related connection p’” corresponding to a given l-form <, i.e. 
(2.3) 9’” =cp”+e~~+(~.8)0,-‘~~~e. 
[This relation can be written in a more familiar form on the tangent bundle by 
using mixed tensors; one has 
(6’-~)x=~(x)o,+c~x-g(x)~g-‘(5) 
for any vector field X]. 
Then one gets 
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and the corresponding covariant derivative of the metric is given by 
(2.5) i&It’- + Gag 
( 1 
which shows that the right hand side tensor is not a fully symmetric one. 
Now let us introduce another metric g’ over S which is conformally related 
to g i.e. 
(2.6) g’=r?g 
where 77 is a positive function over S. Then it is easy to show that 
Up to now three arbitrary geometrical objects, two l-forms ,$ and < and one 
function q, have been introduced. Although (2.6) has a clear interpretation as a 
conformal relationship between metrics, the interpretation of (2.4) and (2.7) is 
not clear. However the following choices can be made: 
_ first one can choose 
(2.8) +;$ 
then (2.4) becomes 
(2.9) c$” - C+J” = -a(% IX $ + (.JI. 9) 0,) 
which means that for any a the o-families are projectively related [7]. 
~ secondly one can set 
(2.10) d(Log q) = $ = --cy?/J. 
Then from (2.7) a new skewness tensor qt’ is obtained. Relation (2.6) is kept but 
it should be noticed that now the conformal factor is (Y and $ dependent as 
shown by (2.10). Moreover $I is an exact l-form. Therefore an a-family of con- 
formal related metrics appears as naturally associated to projectively related 
families of n-connections over statistical manifolds, and we can speak of a 
conformal implementation of the projective geometry, hereafter referred by the 
symbol cup. So we are led to the following 
Definition 2. Let Q be a real number. Statistical manifolds (S-g, t) and 
(S,g’, t’) are cu-cup-related if, for some exact l-form $ over S, 
x’ = 778, t’ = q( t + sym(g @ i,)) 
where 7 is a positive smooth function over S such that d(Log q) = -o $. 
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Proposition 1. For any real QI, thefamilies of a-connections of two a-cup-related 
statistical manifolds are projectively related, i.e. the corresponding I-form con- 
nections atisfy the following relations 
P IN - pR = -a(fl @ II, + (II,. 0) 0,). 
Then an easy computation shows that d?l, = 0 which implies the 
Proposition 2. The curvature 2-forms of two relatedstatistical manifolds are such 
that 
Since the cY-cup-related notion combines conformal and projective geometries 
both corresponding Weyl tensors [8] have to be considered (for n > 2), and the 
analysis proceeds as follows: 
_ First one has to consider the conformal Weyl tensor Wconr which char- 
acterizes the conformal equivalence of the metric part of the connections and 
whose covariant form (type (0,4) tensor field) is given by 
(2.11) 
where 
Wconf(X, Y,Z, W) = g(R”(X, Y) .z, WI +dX, WMY,Z) 
- g( Y, W)C(X, Z) + g(Y, Z)C(X, W) 
- g(X, Z)C(Y, W) 
(2.12) C(X, Y) = -A Ric”(X, Y) + 2(n _ l;(n _ 2) S”g(X, Y) 
S” denoting the scalar curvature of the metric connection. 
~ Secondly one takes into account the projective Weyl tensor Wr&j of 
a-connections which, due to the presence of the metric, appears under the 
unusual 4-covariant form 
(2.13) 
where 
wpS,(X> Y,Z> W> = g(RO(X, Y) Z, W) 
+ g(X, W)P?Y, Z) - g(Y, W)Pcy(X, Z) 
- g(Z, W){pa(X, Y) - p=(Y, X)] 
(2.14) P”(X, Y) = - & (nRicQ(X, Y) + Ric”( Y, X)). 
Then it is possible to introduce the o-dependent covariant tensor field U” as- 
sociated to the non-metric part of connections, and satisfying 
one gets 
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‘uyx, Y,Z, W) = 
1 
( 
p(g(X,Z)Ric”(Y, IV) -g(X, W)Ric”(Y,Z)) 
1 
2(n-2) n-l 
fg(Y,Z)RiP(X, W) -g(Y, IV)Ric”(X,Z) 
1 
+ 01 g((&(X) -&T(Y) - J([X, y])) ‘z. w) 
( 
- $_ I) (g(WNh(~. Y) - k-rJ(w) 
(2.15) C 
- g(X, W)((G r)(Z, Y) - G(Trr(Z))) 
+ ?z(g(X.Z){(& . r)( Y. IV) - %(TY7( Y))} 
- g(x. w){(+. T)( Y, z) - +z(Tp J( y))})) 
- & g(X, y){~z(nJ(w) - tiw(r,,cr,),) 
+ c? g([J(x) . J(Y) - T(Y) 
W)(Trr . T(Y) . Z - Tr(T(Z) T(Y)))) 
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By construction, the tensor field U” satisfies the identities of Weyl tensors and 
the Bianchi’s first identity, moreover the three above defined tensor fields are 
invariant under an a-cup-related change of the affine-metric structure of S, 
and so they characterize the splitting of the set of statistical manifolds into 
classes of o-cup-related statistical manifolds. In ref. [9] special statistical 
manifolds have been introduced, i.e. statistical manifolds (S,g, t) where t = 
sym(g @ Q) for some l-form $. Then it is worth noticing that special statistical 
manifolds, in which the l-form li/ is exact, are in one-to-one correspondence 
with conformal classes of Riemannian manifolds through the o-cup-relation. 
3. AUTOMORPHISMS OF STATISTICAL MANIFOLDS 
The problem of ‘similarity’ between statistical manifolds and their classifi- 
cation in a mathematical sense has been raised in [4]. Here we want to treat it 
from the point of view of the notion of ‘cup-related statistical manifolds’ in- 
troduced above. 
Definition 3. Two statistical manifolds (S,g, t) and (S,g’, t’) are n-cup- 
equivalent if there exists a diffeomorphism F such that 
g’ = rj.T*g, t’ = q3*(t + sym(g C9 4)). 
For any ct the set of such diffeomorphisms constitutes a group of automor- 
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phisms Aut(S,g, t) of the statistical manifold, precisely the group of cup- 
transformations. 
Proposition 3. The elements 3 E Aut(S,g, t) are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the automorphisms 9 of Gl(S) which map the bundle of conformalframes 
CO(S,g) into itself and give rise to the projective equivalence of the family of 
a-connection forms. 
The first part of this assertion follows from the one-to-one correspondence 
between conformal equivalence classes of Riemannian structures on S [7] and 
the set of reductions of the bundle of linear frames to a bundle of conformal 
frames, that is with the CO-structures. The second part is just a consequence of 
Proposition 1. 
Hence Aut(S, g, t) arises as the intersection of the conformal and projective 
transformation groups on S. Both are finite-dimensional due to the existence of 
corresponding Cartan structures [9] which are 2-rigid, for dim S > 2 (in the 
terminology of [lo]). Their maximal dimension is: 
i (n + l)(n + 2) = dim(O(n + 1,1)) for the conformal case, 
n(n + 2) = dim(PGl(n, [w)) for the projective case. 
Therefore Aut(S, g, t) is also a finite-dimensional transformation group. But 
one cannot determine its dimension by simply looking for a maximal subgroup 
of O(n + 1,l) n PGl(n, R) because one has to take into account their transfor- 
mation group nature and this will be done at the infinitesimal evel. 
Definition 4. A vector field X is an infinitesimal cup-transformation i.e. be- 
longs to the Lie algebra of Aut(S, g, t) if the local one-parameter group of local 
transformations generated by X in a neighbourhood of each point of S belongs 
to Aut(S,g, t). 
This local group extended to GZ(S) induces a vector field which will be de- 
noted by X, and one can show the following 
Proposition 4. For a vectorfield Xon S the following conditions are equivalent 
(i) X is an injinitesimal cup-transformation of (S, g, t), 
(ii) Lxg = Eg, Lx t = Et + sym(g @ <) 
where the infinitesimal conformalfactor E, is related to the injinitesimalform 6of $ 
(iii) 
where E and [ now denote the pull-back on Gl(S) of the previously defined corre- 
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sponding objects to S and where B denotes, as previously, the column of’compo- 
nents of the canonical (soldering) f orm which is evidently invariant. 
These properties are just the infinitesimal form of the o-cup-equivalence 
notion given in the Definition 3 and of the Proposition 3, the coherence be- 
tween them being verified by using (1.7) and (1.10). 
The meaning of Proposition 4 is that X must be a projective and a conformal 
vector field simultaneously. 
Vector fields giving rise to the largest Lie algebras of projective and con- 
formal transformations in x E R” are well known and given by 
(3.1) X$,O,=M.x+A+(R..r)r, 
i ,,,f=L-x+A+ax+C_~--2(C..~)x 
where A E R”, B and C E R”‘, M E ,C(Gl(n. Rn)), L E C(O(n)). a E R - {O}. 
Then the common part of Xpr, and Xconf reduces to 
(3.2) X = L x + A + ax. 
Therefore the Lie algebra R”* is excluded and X belongs to L(CO(n) M R.“) 
which shows that the set of vector fields which are simultaneously projective 
and conformal is at most of dimension $n(n + 1) + 1 which is the dimension of 
C(CO(n) M OX”). Hence one gets the 
Proposition 5. 
Dim(L(Aut(S,g, t))) 5 i n(n + 1) + 1. 
This result shows that dim(fZ(Aut(S,g, t))) < dim(GI(S)) and is going to lead 
us to suspect the essential presence in this problem of a l-rigid structure. In- 
deed the above described equivalence notion of statistical manifolds is con- 
structed over [g], the conformal class of the given metric which induces CO(S) 
(a fixed l-structure) and plays an essential role (recall (2.6) with conditions 
(2.10) and (ii) of Proposition 4). 
4. STATISTICAL MANIFOLDS WITH MAXIMAL AUTOMORPHISMS GROUP 
We shall now give examples of exact statistical manifolds with the auto- 
morphisms group of maximal dimension. For this purpose it suffices to con- 
sider the Euclidean space IE, = {KY”, i} where i denotes the standard metric de- 
fined by 
where {x”, a = 1). . : n} is the natural coordinate system in R”. Then it is easy 
to verify that the vector field X introduced in (3.2) is such that Lx i = 2ai. Now 
being given a positive function p on R” we construct the statistical manifold 
C,. cup-equivalent to IE,, according to Definition 2 i.e. 
(4.2) C,={IW”,g=rli,t=sym(g~~)} 
where IJ -(dp/p) and = p-*, # 0. following Proposition C, is 
with an of connections by 
(4.3) = -a(8% $6;) 
where{&,b= , n} denote the components of the l-form 11, in the coframe 
{@,a= I,... , n} with 8” = $i2dxa. According to (1.10) 4” can be decomposed 
to exhibit its metric part qS”, and one gets 
(4.4) 
1 
(4”); = 2 (0% + drla,” - v’&,) 
where {q’} denote the components of dq in the chosen coframe. Then (2.2) can 
be used to obtain the non-metric part under the form 
(4.5) rb” = - f (e”$% + $6; + $“ab). 
From Proposition 2 the components of the curvature 2-forms of the a-family 
connections are given by 
(4.6) (@“); = C&” A v?+!),b i- a2?.@” A ?,k 
Then the components of the Riemann and Ricci tensors are easily deduced, one 
gets 
(4.7) (R%d = a(b,avd - ~;vc)$b + ff2tib(bf$d - &%c) 
(4.8) (RiCa)bc = (n - l)((Yvb$$ + C&‘b+,). 
It can be noticed that the corresponding scalar a-curvature S” is given by 
(4.9) ~ S” = (’ - ‘) (2g-‘(dq, dv) - Av) 
v2 
while the Riemannian scalar curvature is 
(4.10) S=y(Aq+TgP1(d,,d,)) 
where A denotes the (Euclidean) Laplacian. 
Finally the miscellaneous Weyl tensors, ?Vconr defined by (2.11) and (2.12), 
U* defined by (2.15) and Wrroj defined by (2.13) and (2.14), can be computed. 
One observes that 
(4.1 I) Wconf = Ua = Wp,oj = 0. 
Concerning the Lie derivatives with respect to the vector field X defined in 
(3.2), it is easy to verify that relations (ii) of Proposition 4 are satisfied with 
c=2a+- and <=-‘dc 
rl a! 
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as wanted. Then one finds that LX 1c, = I, which allows us to verify relations (iii) 
of Proposition 4. Therefore C(Aut(C,,g, t)) is of maximal dimension in ac- 
cordance with the vanishing of the Weyl tensors. 
Let us mention that the above construction agrees with any other represen- 
tative of this cup-related class, in particular the sphere S,, and the hyperbolic 
space H,, can be given the structure of statistical manifolds in this way. 
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